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Large soil carbon stores in Canada situate the country 
in a unique position of great responsibility and 
control in the trajectory of global climate change.

Carbon exists in many forms in the environment. Molecules 

containing carbon are part of the carbon cycle and may transform

or migrate in the environment depending on the conditions.

Global carbon storage
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soils
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1 petagram of carbon =


21300 SUVs
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100km/h (62 mph) for

1000 years 
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25% of the Earth’s

soil carbon

is found in Canadian soil,

even though Canada only represents

6% of the planet’s land area

Soils release greenhouse

gases (GHGs) in response to:

warming

increase in soil temperature, or

disturbance

physical soil disruption or excavation

GHGs emitted from soil
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CO    (carbon dioxide)2

contains carbon

contains nitrogen

Soils are unique: they are the only natural

resource we can actively manage to


 or  carbonrelease sequester
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Land use

conversion

Agriculture

Permafrost

thaw

 Clear cutting 
forest

 Draining 
carbon-rich 
peatlands

 Restore 
degraded soils 

 Restore and 
manage 
peatlands

 Applying excess  
nitrogen fertilizer

 Disturbing

      the soil with 

      intensive  

      tillage

 Maximize 
nitrogen uptake 
by plants

 Incentivize 
carbon 
sequestration


      in cropland

 Thawing of 
permanently 
frozen soils

 Address climate 
warming boldly

Canada is

warming at

the global rate

Releasing more carbon

from Canada's

soils will be 

devastating

for the global 

climate.

Bold climate 

action using 
soil-based 

tools is the only

way to mitigate

the impacts of 

climate change 

in Canada.
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